Resection of subependymal giant cell astrocytoma guided by intraoperative magnetic resonance imaging and neuronavigation.
Subependymal giant cell astrocytoma (SEGA) is a rare, benign tumor that occurs mainly in children; complete resection can achieve cure. Guidance of surgery by combined intraoperative magnetic resonance imaging (iMRI) and functional neuronavigation is reported to achieve more radical resection and reduced complications. However, reports about the resection of SEGA with such guidance are rare. We report here our preliminary experience of the resection of SEGA guided by iMRI and neuronavigation, focusing on the feasibility, benefits, and pitfalls of this combination of techniques. We performed resection of SEGA guided by combined iMRI and functional neuronavigation in seven children. The first iMRI was performed when the surgeon believed that the tumor had been completely resected; the last iMRI was performed immediately after closure. Additional scans were performed as needed. Successful resection was achieved in all seven patients using this combination of techniques. The iMRI scans detected residual tumor in three patients and a large, remote epidural hematoma in one patient. Further resection or other surgery was performed in these four patients. Complete resection was eventually achieved in all patients. There were no cases of surgery-related neurological dysfunction, except transient memory loss in one patient. No recurrence of tumor or hydrocephalus was observed in any patients during the follow-up period. Resection of SEGA in children guided by combined iMRI and neuronavigation is feasible and safe. This combination of techniques enables a higher complete resection rate and reduces brain injury and other unexpected events during surgery.